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Valuation Number 
and CD image 

number –there are in 
a few cases two CD 

images second 
preceded with an ‘R’

Relic description RGS Asset
Number

 On Loan Provenance

1 A & 1B
Almanda mine seals, comprising both a 
positive and negative image, issued by the 
body issuing the prospectus in 1869.

2A, B & C An artificial horizon, in a cedar box, 16cm by 
8.7cm by 10.9cm.

3A, B, C

An artificial horizon, folding version contained 
in a leather case, together with a steel bottle for 
containing mercury, made by Sawtell of Port 
Adelaide. 

4

The manufacturer’s plate off the first South 
Australian Government Press, "Columbian 
Press, No 1469, Clymer Dixon & Co, Original 
Patenters and Manufacturers, 10 Finsbury 
Street 1850, London", ovoid brass, 16.8cm by 
11.4cm. 

5

A Photo frame, whalebone, wood and copper, 
containing a photo of the first settlers on 
Kangaroo Island, first settled circa 1812, this 
photo taken circa 1860, the photo being 
12.2cm by 18cm. 

6

A Colonial Cedar bookcase, full Cedar, having 
a moulded cornice and 4 glazed doors to the 
later upper section, the lower section 
comprising 5 doors with applied panels, on a 
plinth base, 54cm by 257cm, 253cm high

7
A small pharmaceutical bottle, 19th century, 
showing evidence of having being buried, 
19.5cm long.

8 A fired clay brick, brown, of Australian 
manufacture

9

A brick, collected from the powder magazine at 
Fort Dundas, Melville Island, Northern Territory, 
established 1824, collected by Charles 
Mountford, with attached nickel plate.

10 A nickel plated Bugle, being the bugle used by 
Eli Hillman of the Goolwa Tram 1873. On loan

11
A branch of a tree, collected from the tree 
growing over the grave of Burke, Innaminka, 
28th June, 1861.

12 A forked tree branch, under which Burke died, 
inscribed by Howitt and McKinlay.

12a

13

A tree round, comprising a circular slab, 
bearing a pliant highlighted inscription, Alfred 
Howitt, John McKinlay found Burkes remains 
on this day 21/9/186112cm in diameter.

14
Another piece of the above tree, branch cross 
section, sawn, bearing no inscription 14cm in 
diameter. 
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15 &15A
Two pieces of copper from the Buffalo, alleged 
to be keel parts, 10cm by 10cm, and a C 
section being 12cm by 12cm by 12cm.

16
A model of a camel saddle, calico and twine, 
made by George Edington, 1891-92, 22cm by 
13cm by 15.5cm. 

16A & 16B
A model of camel reins and nose peg, made by 
E.A. King, plaited leather, Australian oak and 
string.

17
A clock, by repute the wood surrounding the 
clock is part of McDouall Stuart's Tree, 13cm in 
diameter, 6cm deep.

18 40 grams of black coal 

20
A German compass, early 20th Century, having 
a printed base plate, cracked  glass to top, 
condition poor, 9cm in diameter. 

21 A prismatic compass with sun filters, brass, no 
maker listed, 19th century, 9.7cm 

22 & 22A
A prismatic compass, brass with a card dial, by 
Thomas Jones, 62 Charing cross, London, 
complete with leather case.

22 & 22A A prismatic compass with sun filters, brass, no 
maker listed, 19th century, 9.7cm 

22B
A wooden compass sundial, donated by Mrs 
Constance Magarey, late 19th Century, 7.5cm 
by 5cm by 1.8cm

23 A Cork flask stopper, provenance unknown 

24

A 19th Century water canteen, having belonged
to Coulthard, inscribed with his dying message, 
died of thirst North of Port Augusta 1858, his 
body being found three months later by 
Babbage-Court expedition, 22cm by 23cm, by 
10cm. 

R24

A 19th Century water canteen, having belonged
to Coulthard, inscribed with his dying message, 
died of thirst North of Port Augusta 1858, his 
body being found three months later by 
Babbage-Court expedition, 22cm by 23cm, by 
10cm. 

28

A Whitworth Wesley Richards Rifle 2509, used 
in the 1866 expedition to the Northern Territory, 
belonging to RH Edmunds who accompanied 
John McKinlay as surveyor to the expedition

R28

A Whitworth Wesley Richards Rifle 2509, used 
in the 1866 expedition to the Northern Territory, 
belonging to RH Edmunds who accompanied 
John McKinlay as surveyor to the expedition

29
A surgical amputation kit, having belonged to 
Dr. Everard, the first ex officio Colonial 
Surgeon - at the SA Maritime Museum.

On loan
30

32A & B Sandstone fragments of the original Flinders 
Monument from Port Lincoln, February 1897.
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33
A Sandalwood peg, from Giles Expedition of 
1875-76, Whatringa / Wiola Boundary dam, 
25cm by 8cm. 

34  A Sheet of iron, inscribed by Giles that "slight 
rain filled the tank". 

36
Thomas Gill, a brass plaque, "In Memory of 
and in recognition of services rendered" on an 
ebonised mount, 30cm by 48cm.

38 & 38A

William Christie Gosse parts of blazed tree, 
bearing letters from the name, from Stevenson 
Peak, Petermann Ranges, Northern Territory, 
95cm by 34cm. 

39

Goyder Instrument Box, by repute belonging to 
George Woodroffe Goyder, Surveyor General, 
oak and Baltic pine, donated by his Grand 
daughter, 30cm by 10cm, by 12cm.

40

A wooden headboard, from Blinman Cemetery, 
being that of William Kekwick died 1872,2IC to 
the John McDouall Stuart expedition, 45cm by 
22cm by 2.3cm. 

41
A pewter lidded campaign box, for writing 
accoutrements, having belonged to William 
Kekwick, 18.5cm by 26cm. 

41A Mud Bricks from the Killalpannina Mission on 
the Eastern side of Lake Eyre. 

41B A ribbon, used for the opening of the Edmund 
Kennedy bridge in 1948. 

42
E.A. King, a brass ring and canvas strap from 
the mailbag used at the Survey Camp at 
Dalhousie. 

43
Seven magic lantern slides, six depicting 
African subjects and one a map of South 
Australia, each being 8.7cm by 8.7cm. 

44  A home made candle lantern for illuminating, 
galvanised tin, 22.5cm by 9cm by 9cm. 

46

A leather dispatch bag, used by John Lewis 
(1842-1933) during construction of the 
Overland telegraph, used as a pony express 
service, complete with Government Issue 
Padlock, 24cm by 30cm.

R46

A leather dispatch bag, used by John Lewis 
(1842-1933) during construction of the 
Overland telegraph, used as a pony express 
service, complete with Government Issue 
Padlock, 24cm by 30cm.

47A & B

A sword, of Asiatic origin, in poor condition, 
19th Century, missing hilt and scabbard. Note : 
This sword is not of the quality that would have 
been used by Colonel W. Light 

48  A number of sloppy bricks, from the Thebarton 
cottage of Col. William Light. 
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49

Compass Detail - A Troughton and Sims 
Improved Level, 14", housed in a wooden box, 
bearing a brass plaque marked Light, with 
accessories including, screw cap, plumb bob, a 
black glass filter, and an eyepiece. This item 
has proven difficult to value. Research 
indicates that it is theoretically possible that the 
level may have belonged to William Light on 
the basis of its age. However the provenance 
relating to his ownership is at best tenuous, as 
it relies on a letter which in turn relies on 
hearsay of the selling agent. Further 
investigation is required to prove the fact that 
the level belonged to W. Light. An inventory 
may exist in the Government archives as to the 
equipment used by Light. Probate records 
would exist not only for Light but also of his 
descendants which may mention this type of 
level. Accounts by Light's assistants may make 
passing mention of the type of equipment used 
by Light. Consequently I have valued the item 
on firstly the basis it did belong to Light and 
was used in the surveying of Adelaide and 
secondly on the basis that it is a level with no p

.

R49

A Troughton and Sims Improved Level, 14", 
housed in a wooden box, bearing a brass 
plaque marked Light, with accessories 
including, screw cap, plumb bob, a black glass 
filter, and an eyepiece. This item has proven 
difficult to value. Research indicates that it is 
theoretically possible that the level may have 
belonged to William Light on the basis of its 
age. However the provenance relating to his 
ownership is at best tenuous, as it relies on a 
letter which in turn relies on hearsay of the 
selling agent. Further investigation is required 
to prove the fact that the level belonged to W. 
Light. An inventory may exist in the 
Government archives as to the equipment used
by Light. Probate records would exist not only 
for Light but also of his descendants which may
mention this type of level. Accounts by Light's 
assistants may make passing mention of the 
type of equipment used by Light. Consequently 
I have valued the item on firstly the basis it did 
belong to Light and was used in the surveying 
of Adelaide and secondly on the basis that it is 
a level with no provenance. Research undertak

 

 

.
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49A-D

A Troughton and Sims Improved Level, 14", 
housed in a wooden box, bearing a brass 
plaque marked Light, with accessories 
including, screw cap, plumb bob, a black glass 
filter, and an eyepiece. This item has proven 
difficult to value. Research indicates that it is 
theoretically possible that the level may have 
belonged to William Light on the basis of its 
age. However the provenance relating to his 
ownership is at best tenuous, as it relies on a 
letter which in turn relies on hearsay of the 
selling agent. Further investigation is required 
to prove the fact that the level belonged to W. 
Light. An inventory may exist in the 
Government archives as to the equipment used
by Light. Probate records would exist not only 
for Light but also of his descendants which may
mention this type of level. Accounts by Light's 
assistants may make passing mention of the 
type of equipment used by Light. Consequently 
I have valued the item on firstly the basis it did 
belong to Light and was used in the surveying 
of Adelaide and secondly on the basis that it is 
a level with no provenance. Research undertak

 

 

.
49D
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50 A Wood shingle from William Lights Cottage, 
31cm by 7cm. 

51A-C
Three tripod legs, 19th Century, being tripod 
components to support an instrument, 
provenance unknown.

52 A section of Roofing Iron, from Col William 
Light's cottage, 51cm by 40cm. 

53
 A stamped bronze plaque, depicting Otto 
Maas l 826-1896, sculpted by Waschmann, 
9cm by 7.4cm.  

55
 A silver plated dress flask sans cap, belonging 
to John McKinlay leader of the Burke relief 
party of 1861,20cm long. 

55A  A walking stick. Cane, Cedar and Huon Pine 
John McKinlay's 

56
A Commemorative nickel medallion, originally 
silvered, to commemorate the cessation of 
transportation, some wear, 58mm by4.5mm

56reverse
A Commemorative nickel medallion, originally 
silvered, to commemorate the cessation of 
transportation, some wear, 58mm by4.5mm.

56A

A Bronze medallion, "Colonial and Indian 
Exhibition", 1886, depicting Albert Edward 
Prince of Wales, in good condition, 52mm by 
5mm.

56B

. A Medal commemorating the sinking of the 
Emden, November 9th 1914, utilising a 
Mexican silver coin that was carried on the 
Emden, minted in 1896, the mounts by Kerr of 
Melbourne, in the original box, presented by the
Navy to the Royal Geographic Society, 39mm 
by 2.6mm. 

56C A Queen Victoria Jubilee Medal, gilded bronze, 
1887, condition fair, 31mm by 2.8mm. 

57

Medal Paris exhibition, Bronze, Won by 
Products of NSW for gold specimens, Sydney 
1854, in the original case of issue, 72.6mm by 
8mm. 

58

A medal commemorating 150 years of the 
French Geographical Society, Founded in Paris 
in 1821, Bronze, in very fine condition, 45mm 
by 4mm, in original box.

58A
A Starlight development company option. 
Bronze medallion, blank to the reverse, 40mm 
by 8.4mm.

59
A piece of meteoric iron, gathered from the 
Hanbury Crater in the Northern Territory, 10cm 
in diameter

60
The Newland Map cabinet, silky oak, having six 
drawers, donated in 1954,150cm by 92cm, 
95.5cm.

61
A fragment of Mongers Mulberry Tree, planted 
on Kangaroo Island (Kingscote) pre 1836, first 
tree planted in South Australia. 

61A The oil box from the Kadina Mill engine, solid 
brass, 23cm by 8.3cm by 8cm. 

62A & B Two pieces of paperbark. 
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63

A Pewter Plate belonging to Elizabeth Ann 
Everard, who is believed to have arrived in 
South Australia on the Buffalo, arriving at 
Holdfast Bay November 9th 1836, inscribed 
"Africaine" name of companion ship.

65
A Fragment of railway line, being from the Port 
Elliott to Goolwa line, the first railway line 
constructed in Australia in 1853.  

67 Roll of Honour, contemporary shaped wood, 
1985, bearing applied gold lettering.

67A A fragment of raw rubber, being from A WWII 
ship sunk during 1946

69 reverse

An 18ct yellow gold medal, issued by the Royal 
Geographic Society London presented in 1840, 
won by Robert Schomburgk, uncirculated 
condition, fitted with watch glasses to protect 
the case, minted in 1836, the panels sculpted 
by W Wyon ADA.

69

An 18ct yellow gold medal, issued by the Royal 
Geographic Society London presented in 1840, 
won by Robert Schomburgk, uncirculated 
condition, fitted with watch glasses to protect 
the case, minted in 1836, the panels sculpted 
by W Wyon ADA.

71

The President’s Chair, Blackwood (Acacia 
melanoxylon) presented by A.Simpson, 
commissioned from Pengelley & Co in 1927, 
having a Palladian pediment to the back, a 
carved crest to the frieze, leather upholstered 
to theW back and seat, 79cm by 63cm, 163cm 
high. no photograph

72 A poll merino sheep's skull.

73 A packet of mixed South African Stamps, used.

74  A Stalagmite base fragment, of indeterminate 
origin.

76
 A Canteen, used by a member ofJ. McD. 
Stuart's expeditions, found by Mr. J.L. F 
Roberts On Loan

78

 A collapsible Colonial chair, made by 
J.McDouall Stuart, made by him when staying 
at Grenpatch near Port Lincoln, 112cm by 
40cm, 80cm by 49cm.

R79

 A collapsible Colonial chair, made by 
J.McDouall Stuart, made by him when staying 
at Grenpatch near Port Lincoln, 112cm by 
40cm, 80cm by 49cm.

80A & B
 Steel dies for the J. McD Stuart Medal, 
presented to participants in the expedition, 
31.3mm &31.3mm 

80C-F

 Three sample proofs of the J.McD. Stuart 
expedition medal, three different thicknesses, 
all being 31.3mm in diameter, being 3.24, 4.11 
and 4.7mm thick respectively.
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81

A Colonial table, Casuarina, made by J. 
McDoull Stuart while staying at Green P pTatch 
near Port Lincoln in 1854, having a rectangular 
top, plain frieze, supported on 4 tapering 
square form legs, 94cm by 56cm by 72cm.

84

A slab of wood, Hemicyclia sepiana, from the J. 
McD. Stuart tree, the last tree encountered on 
the crossing of the continent at Chambers Bay, 
N. T., 51cm by 35cm.

85A & B
 Rounds of Tree branch, from J. McD. Stuart's 
Tree, bearing "JMDS 1862" carved by a 
member of the expedition On loan

85C A Branch of the J. McD Stuart Tree located at 
Chambers Bay, N.T., 45cm long

86
Bark from a mangrove tree, gathered at 
Chamber's Bay, under which J. McD Stuart 
buried a number of documents

87A
A Photograph of J. McD. Stuart's tree, having a 
wooden frame incorporating wood from J. McD 
Stuart's Tree.

87B

 A large plaster marquette, depicting John 
McDougall Stuart, by Adelaide Sculptor W.J. 
Maxwell 1905, 50cm by 49cm, 140cm high 
Note : A full scale version of this statue, 
executed by another sculptor in marble is 
located in Victoria Square.

88A&B

Part ofJ. McD. Stuart's Tree, fitted into a 
custom made box made by Apprentices at the 
Adelaide Technical School, taken into space in 
1996 by NASA's Dr Andy Thomas.

93

 A small trade cannon, cast iron, bearing no 
proof marks, on a later marine gun carriage, 
the cannon being 81cm long. Provenance : 
This cannon by repute is one used by Charles 
Sturt on his expedition along the River Murray. 
The cannon was obtained from the Johnson 
property located near Mildura where Sturt's 
cannon was allegedly left. However literature 
exists which documents that the former owner 
of this property was a collector of cannon, 
indicating that he had quite a number. So even 
had Sturt had a cannon, which was left at the 
Johnson property, it is quite probable that this 
cannon is merely another from the collection. 
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R93

 A small trade cannon, cast iron, bearing no 
proof marks, on a later marine gun carriage, 
the cannon being 81cm long. Provenance : 
This cannon by repute is one used by Charles 
Sturt on his expedition along the River Murray. 
The cannon was obtained from the Johnson 
property located near Mildura where Sturt's 
cannon was allegedly left. However literature 
exists which documents that the former owner 
of this property was a collector of cannon, 
indicating that he had quite a number. So even 
had Sturt had a cannon, which was left at the 
Johnson property, it is quite probable that this 
cannon is merely another from the collection. 

94A

 A Survey Peg, Ti tree, laid by Messrs 
Hindmarsh & Lindsay,(wife of Governor 
Hindmarsh1?) when surveying the proposed 
township of New Haven on the North Arm, 
83cm long. 

95&95A

A Victorian Sword, by repute the sword of 
Inspector Crombie, officer in charge of the gold 
escort from Melbourne to Adelaide, returned in 
1853. 

96A-J

A set of 9 chairs, mahogany framed balloon 
backs with a carved top rail, upholstered in 
leather to the back and seat, supported on 
turned legs to the front, splayed legs to the 
rear, 49cm by 46cm, 95cm high.

96

A Colonial Cedar table, having a moulded rim 
to the rectangular top, 7 extension leaves, 
winding mechanism, supported on 5 turned 
legs one of which is centrally located, 
terminating in castors, 553cm by 74cm, 134cm 
wide.

97 A walking stick, malacca cane with a silver 
plated top.

98

A box sextant, used by the Police 
Commissioner Warburton on the 1872-4 
Expedition.  - at Stockman's Hall of Fame, 
Queensland On loan

100
A fragment of Dried Meat, used on Warburton's 
expedition Stockman's Hall of Fame, 
Queensland.  On loan

102A

A key winding gentleman's fob watch, having a 
sterling silver case bearing hallmarks for 
London 1847, by Brack of London, missing key 
and hands to the dial.

103
A fragment of Wood from J. McDStuart's tree, 
being a small off cut from the fragment (88) that 
went to space.

104
A fragment of the post from the Cairn located at 
the top of Mt. Woodroffe, the highest point in 
South Australia.

106 & 107

A buckle retrieved from the wreck of the 
Zeewyk, a ship of the Dutch East India 
Company, wrecked off the West Coast of 
Western Australia in 1727.  
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106 & 107

A key retrieved from the wreck of from the 
Zweeyk, a ship of the Dutch East India 
Company, wrecked off the West Coast of 
Western Australia in 1727.

108

 A bottle retrieved from the wreck of the 
Zweeyk, a ship of the Dutch East India 
Company, wrecked off the West Coast of 
Western Australia in 1727

109A & B

Two broken bottles retrieved from the wreck of 
the Zweeyk, a ship of the Dutch East India 
Company, wrecked off the West Coast of 
Western Australia in 1727.

110A-D

Four bottle fragments retrieved from the wreck 
of the Zweeyk, a ship of the Dutch East India 
Company, wrecked off the West Coast of 
Western Australia in 1727.
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